What Is A Safety Knife?

A safety knife is a spring-loaded, self-retracting utility knife that workers use to more safely open boxes and cartons.

Allway safety knives help shrink your workmen’s compensation costs by radically reducing the incidence of minor employee accidents.

Allway safety knives are easy to use with either hand, and the rounded point blades virtually eliminate puncture wounds.

Allway products are superior in design, function, and quality, but are offered at lowest-in-the-industry prices.

Note: Allway safety knives all use the KBS round point safety blade.
Allway Safety Knife Usage

SRK (metal) & ARK (plastic):
When cutting with either of these self-retracting safety knives, the user doesn’t need to maintain pressure on the slider with his thumb.

When the rounded-point knife blade completes the cut, the blade will retract automatically, and this drastically reduces the incidence of cuts.

The rounded point also reduces the severity of puncture wounds.

Additionally, the SRK and ARK knives are usable by both right- and left-handed workers.
RTC Retractable Carton Cutter: Combination Utility Knife & Box Top Cutter

As shown above, the rounded-point blade of the newly introduced RTC has two possible lengths of extension.

The RTC blade is not self-retracting.

The RTC can be used as either a standard utility knife when the thumb guides are folded back or as a box top cutter when either the left or right thumb guide is folded forward.
RTC: Used as a Utility Knife

Because the RTC’s blade is not self-retracting, it can be used as a standard utility knife.

When used in this function, the thumb guides are conveniently held in place by a magnet, out of the user’s way.
RTC: Trimming the Top off of a Box

The RTC is equipped with both left and right hand thumb guides, which means you don’t have to worry about purchasing different knives for left- and right-handed workers.

When not in use, the thumb guides are held in place by a magnet and are easily extended with the thumb as depicted here.

These sturdy thumb guides enable the user to quickly and easily remove the top of a carton, exposing the goods inside.
Left and Right Hand Usage

SRK (same for ARK)  
RTC (box top cutting function)

The Allway knives shown in this presentation are designed for both left- and right-handed workers.

Shown above are the SRK safety knife and RTC knife in its box top cutting function.

The ARK can also be used by either hand in the same fashion as the SRK.
Easy Open and Extra Blade Storage

The SRK is shown above, but each of the Allway safety knives shown thus far in the presentation can be opened easily by depressing the button at the end of the knife.

Within the knife bodies is space to store extra blades.
Deeper Cutting with the ARK-B7

After opening the knife, remove the blade from the slider.

The tab is now removed.

Bend the tab on the front of the slider back and forth several times.

Original, maximum blade extension.

New, maximum blade extension.

The ARK-B7 is also available with the deeper cutting feature disabled.
Easy Open & Extra Blade Storage:
The Allway SHK safety hook knife is also easy to open and has room inside to hold one spare blade. The SHK is designed to cut the shrink wrap on goods that are delivered on pallets.
Allway Accessories

Sheath & Lanyard:
Each of the Allway safety knives in this presentation can be used with the Allway knife sheath, which rotates for comfort when the user is seated.

Additionally, a lanyard can be attached, which helps prevent safety knife loss.
Plastic Single Edge Blade (PSEB):
The PSEB mounted in an Allway GSM is great for removing stickers from racks while drastically reducing the possibility of scraping off any coating or paint on the racks.
It is also ideal for scraping stickers off of glass.
Because the blade is plastic, the incidence of injuries is also reduced.